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Tips associated with operational mines

Consultation Question 1: We provisionally propose that the existing regulatory regime for tips associated with operational mines should not
be altered. Do you agree?

Yes

Please expand on your answer::

The regulatory regime for tips associated with operational mines need not be altered as it is provided for by existing legislation summarised in Chapter 4
of the Consultation Paper (CP).

Definitions of a tip and of a disused tip

Consultation Question 2: We seek views on whether a satisfactory definition of a disused coal tip could refer to waste from coal mining and
whether it should include express reference to overburden dumps, backfill, spoil heaps, stock piles and lagoons.

Please give your views on whether a satisfactory definition of a disused coal tip could refer to waste from coal mining and whether it should include
express reference to overburden dumps, backfill, spoil heaps, stock piles and lagoons.:

The definition is potentially complicated but needs to be robust to avoid any possible claim by an owner that a tip is outside the definition used in the 
legislation. The CP throughout refers to “disused coal tips” but the legislation is about tips of waste material not coal. Best to get that right! 
Despite its title, the proposed new legislation is aimed at safety of disused waste tips from abandoned coal mines. However, it needs to be recognised 
that tips of indistinguishable form, character and apparent visible composition, composed of predominantly shaley material were formed from 
widespread mining of ironstone nodules for early ironworks and lesser workings of seatearth for brickmaking. These tips are widespread along the 
northern part of the south Wales coalfield (especially in areas like Blaenavon and Merthyr and Aberdare) where they are intermingled with colliery waste 
tips. To prove unequivocally the source of spoil in these tips is coal mining can require extensive research. Therefore, I think it best if the proposed new



legislation provides for tips including waste from all these sources, because they are visually indistinguishable from tips from just coal mining, to counter
a potential claim from a landowner that their tip is not covered by the legislation and because these tips have the same safety issues. My suggested
definition of a disused tip for the purpose of the new legislation would be: 
“ a deposit formed by the above-ground disposal of waste materials derived from the extraction of coal and associated minerals including ironstone and
seatearth but excluding sandstone”. Note the use of terms “extraction” so as to include patchworkings and “excluding sandstone” to exclude Pennant
sandstone quarries. 
I would be interested to learn the remit given by the Wales Government Task Force (WGTF) to The Coal Authority (TCA) in their quest to identify all “coal
tips” in Wales as this may unfortunately dictate the definition adopted in any proposed legislation, particularly if the definition has been prejudged and
omits the gathering of information that an alternative definition requires. However, if the definition is not correctly framed, I foresee unhelpful disputes
with tip owners.

Consultation Question 3: We provisionally propose that any new legislation should not apply to a tip to which the Quarries Regulations 1999
or the Mines Regulations 2014 apply.Do you agree?

Yes

Please expand on your answer::

The proposed legislation is rightly concerned with disused tips and therefore any reference to active tips already regulated by other legislation is
superfluous. The issues of concern of disused tips are different to those of active tips as was recognised by their different treatment in the M&Q (Tips)
Act.

Definition of a tip owner

Consultation Question 4: To the extent that liability under the new regulatory framework rests with the owner of land containing a tip, we
provisionally propose that the owner should be defined as the freeholder or a leaseholder under a lease of 21 or more years, except where
their interest is in reversion upon a term of 21 or more years. Do you agree?

Yes

Please expand on your answer::

No further comment

A single supervisory body for disused tips

Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that a supervisory authority with responsibility for the safety of all disused coal tips should
be established. Do you agree? If not, please set out the alternative that you would favour.

Yes

Please expand on your answer::

Agreed. My preference would be for a single Supervisory Authority (SA) to ensure consistency of responsibilities throughout Wales. However the remit of
such an authority needs further consideration, clarification and expansion. Apart from setting up and managing the register and the issues that spring
from it, will the authority have any remit and therefore the skills and experience to manage or advise on tip failures and other emergencies and in what
capacity? The remit of the SA should spell out all its duties and responsibilities, once these have been decided.

Consultation Question 6: We seek views on whether the supervisory authority should be an existing body or a newly created body.

Please give your views on whether the supervisory authority should be an existing body or a newly created body.:

I don’t see that any existing authority has the knowledge, experience or resources (as the evidence in the CP admits) to act as the SA. Therefore, my
preference would be for a newly created body which is independent of all tip owners (and which therefore excludes NRA, TCA and local authorities)

Consultation Question 7: If a new body is established, what form should the new body take? Should it be, for example, a central public body, a
corporate joint committee of local authorities under the Local Government and Planning (Wales) Act 2021, or something else?

Explain what form you think the body should take (if created). Should it be, for example, a central public body, a corporate joint committee of local
authorities under the Local Government and Planning (Wales) Act 2021, or something else?:

I have insufficient knowledge to provide an authoritative answer. However, the new body might be modelled around some aspects of The Coal Authority
which seems to have the correct knowledge, resources, experience, responsibility and focus to deal with the safety of their disused tips, in accordance
with their own procedures based on the existing legislation and the TCA'S well proven track record in interpreting it . My experience is that this has
worked well and a similar “Welsh” organisation, modified to include the processes proposed for the new legislation would seem to me to be best able to
provide overall management of disused tips and their owners. I think that local authorities or existing government agencies may be prone to too many
other competing priorities which will, over time, undermine the aims of the legislation.

Consultation Question 8: We provisionally propose that the supervisory authority’s duty to ensure the safety of tips should be framed as a
general one, rather than one limited to specified risks.Do you agree?



No

Please expand on your answer::

I do not agree that the SA’s duty to ensure safety should be framed as a general one, if this is to be justified only on the unconvincing evidence put
forward in the CP. In my view, other safety issues should only be included if:
1 They are real issues, supported by reliable evidence.
2 Information to inform a realistic risk assessments can be collected meaningfully, cost effectively and their method of use has been established. Unlike
stability hazard, these do not appear to have been considered in the CP, thus far.
3 They are not covered by other existing regulations or by regulations which are not fit for purpose.

I think the evidence put forward in the CP of other risks posed by tips is shaky.
- The examples of flooding do not support the notion that disused tips cause flooding (except, of course as a consequence of tip sliding or failure of a tip
drainage system, both of which are processes associated with stability and maintenance and already covered in the CP proposals). The 50+ year old
examples from Aberfan refer to the an active Merthyr Vale colliery site and, if my memory serves me correctly, were due poor management of active
tipping and fine discards. The Grove Field incident appears from the information provided to have been caused by poorly designed earthworks and not a
disused tip. Para 2.36 refers to underground mining features contributing to flood events, using the event at Skewen as an example. However my
understanding is that this event was caused by an outburst of underground mine water and not a disused tip.
- The section on Pollution (2.37 et seq) lacks clarity and conflates general UK statistics (not Wales specific), runoff from acid mine drainage, high metal
concentrations from metalliferous mine wastes and treatment of acid mine drainage. Metalliferous mine wastes are not proposed to be covered in the
proposed new legislation and we are informed in para 5.29 of the CP that NRW advise Part 2A of the EPA, 1990 “is unlikely to be used to deal with coal tip
issues. Examples given in the CP of “coal mine water discharge” (eg para 2.42) are not related to disused tips and cannot be used as evidence supporting
the proposed legislation. Be aware that many mine adits discharge contaminated (“ochreous” water) and that these often lie within areas of disused tips.
A superficial inspection might suggest an association but the source of contamination is mine waters and not the disused tips. My view therefore is that
any “generality” in the SA's duties needs to be carefully drafted do as not to suggest liability for problems that don’t exist or for which responsibility
already lies elsewhere. With regard to the latter my understanding is that the responsibility for monitoring and remediating pollution from minewater
rests with TCA as set out in para 9.104 of the CP. Has WG an appetite to change this? Is there any benefit in making tip owners responsible for mine
waters? Could an owner of land containing a discharge of polluted water be reasonably held to account for its remediation?
It seems perverse that, from the evidence presented, the only tips with significant potential to pollute surface waters from their leachates are those
associated with metalliferous mines, which are excluded from the new legislation.
- It is true that many (perhaps the majority of) the older disused tips have burnt in the past, evidenced by the pink clinker, fused spoil within them. To my
knowledge there have been a very limited number of tip fires (at Swansea, Pontypridd and Mountain Ash)in Wales in the last 25 years or so which does
not seem to justify a widespread problem needing regulation. Moreover recent fires have been caused by spread of surface vegetation fires and not
spontaneous combustion (SC) as suggested in the CP. Bear in mind also that many tip fires on active tips in the past were caused by disposal of hot ashes
from colliery boilers and not SC. Doubtless the potential for SC might be crudely assessed from the age of a tip (and therefore its likely coal content),
whether it has already burnt and its method of construction (post- Aberfan tips being highly compacted and not prone to combustion). Whether a tip is
burning at the present time might be determined by thermal imaging by drone. However I question whether these data are sufficiently reliable or cost
effective for the SA or owner to obtain and use in a meaningful risk assessment. The impact of climate change may make wildfires more prevalent in
future but mitigating their risk through regulation for which all tip owners would be responsible will not be straightforward.
In summary, unless more persuasive information on other risks can be put forward, I think the risks to be considered in the new legislation should be tip
stability and tip drainage (see my response to Q17 to justify drainage).

Tip register

Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that a central tip register should be compiled and maintained. Do you agree?

Yes

Please expand on your answer::

Agreed. There should be a central tip register though, as noted in Q2 above, the question of which tips qualify for inclusion is not as straightforward as it
might seem. Be aware that some agencies already have or had their own registers. The NCB compiled a list of 800 odd tips in their ownership after
Aberfan and this document must exist somewhere. NRW certainly has one as I was a party to its formulation and use.

Consultation Question 10: We provisionally propose that the contents of the tip register should be prescribed by the Welsh Ministers by
statutory instrument.Do you agree?

Yes

Please expand on your answer::

Agree that the content of the tip register should be prescribed by statutory instrument.
Note that it is suggested that the data that will or could be included in the register outlined in paras 8.16 to 8.18 in the CP seem to start at the present.
However, many tips including those owned or formerly owned by TCA, some local authorities and some managed by NRW, have been investigated in
great detail and some have a plethora of reports prepared, inter alia, to meet the requirements of the old legislation, dangerous occurrences and land
reclamation projects as well as inspection reports referred to in para 8.18. These reports are of the utmost importance in future management as they
provide information on their history, past behaviour, stability, drainage and the design standards, if any, adopted in their construction. The register for
each tip should include references to all previous reports and their custodians to ensure existing and future owners can access them.

Consultation Question 11: We provisionally consider that:



Yes

Please expand on your answer::

Agree that the authority should have this duty and power and that an owner should have the right of appeal. The absence of a “tip” as a ground for
appeal might be misused by some owners if the definition of a “tip” requiring registration is not very precisely crafted.

Consultation Question 12: We seek views on whether an owner of land should be under a duty to notify the supervisory authority of any tip of
which the landowner is or becomes aware is situated on land owned by the landowner and not currently included on the register, unless the
landowner has reason to believe that it has already been registered.

Please give views on whether a landowner should be under a duty to notify the supervisory authority of any tip which the landowner is or becomes aware
is situated on land owned by the landowner which is not currently included on the register. :

Agree that an owner should be under this duty. I also think that an owner should be under a duty to disclose to the SA:
o the existence and availability of previous reports on tips in their ownership, whether or not commissioned by them to ensure crucial information is not
lost over time
o dangerous occurrences. This raises the question of the role of the SA in managing any future tip failure – regulatory, management, advisory or what?

Consultation Question 13: Do you consider that the information in a tip register should or should not be publicly accessible? Are there any
particular categories of information that should not be published?

The information in the tip register should be publicly accessible

Please list any particular categories of information that should not be published::

I think it should be publicly available (can this be avoided anyway?) to make sure the locations of tips are known to guide safe development and avoidance
of destabilising activities. Keep the information in the register factual and leave opinions on security to reporting. Avoid emotive terms such as high risk
etc in the register.

Initial inspection

Consultation Question 14: We provisionally propose that, upon the entry of a tip onto the register, the supervisory authority should be under
a duty to arrange an inspection of the tip unless it considers that a sufficiently recent and thorough inspection has been conducted.Do you
agree?

Yes

Please expand on your answer::

Agree but Initial inspection (and subsequent risk assessment and management plan), however thorough, will count for little if the inspector has no
previous knowledge of the history of the tip as set out in response to Q10. I would urge that registration needs to be preceded by a review of previous
reports so that the history of the tip, and previous instability and remedial measures can be understood and critically reviewed during the inspection and
inform its conclusions. The proposal as it stands grossly underplays the importance of evaluation of previous reports. Note that previous reports, if
available will contain factual information on, inter alia, design factor of safety on which to assess the degree of stability of tip slopes (see response to Q16
for more consideration of this issue). An inspection and its report will need to conclude with the inspector’s opinion on security of the tip which should be
based not only on their inspection but also design criteria, if any, such as factor of safety of slopes all of which will be recorded in reports. Review of
previous reports should also be required in the development of management plan.

Tip management plans

Consultation Question 15: We provisionally propose that:

Yes

Please expand on your answer::

Agreed
But I don’t think that an initial inspection is adequate to undertake a risk assessment or design a management plan. As indicated above, review of
previous reports is essential. I am also not a fan of including spontaneous combustion or pollution risk both because the risk appears low and would be
difficult, time consuming and unnecessary expensive to collect anything other than simplistic information on which to base it.

Classification of tips and designation of higher risk tips

Consultation Question 16: We provisionally propose that the risk classification of coal tips should have regard to the risk of instability of a tip
and the consequences of a slide of spoil.Do you agree?

Yes

Please expand on your answer::



I agree that the likelihood and consequences of a tip slide should inform a risk categorisation.
(I see some confusion over the terms hazard and risk. In natural hazard terminology, the term hazard is usually taken as the probability or likelihood of a
damaging process, such as instability, whereas risk is a measure of its impact, where
Risk = Hazard x Consequence)
I respectfully suggest that the correct formulation of the question should therefore have been:
"...of coal tips should have regard to the likelihood of instability of a tip and the consquences of such a failure."

An assessment of the likelihood of instability could be contentious, unless it can be based on something measurable or observable. Therefore, before
including risk of the processes set out in Q16 and Q17 in the register, one needs to be sure that these fields can be reliably populated with something
more than opinion. Relative degrees of instability/stability are usually portrayed quantitatively by factors of safety but this is only possible where tip
slopes have been designed and records exist of the engineering calculations. A suggestion might be to classify slopes as
- actively unstable (evidence based) with inferred FoS no more than unity
- unremediated slopes with evidence of previous movement (where FoS would be around unity)
- as tipped slopes with no previous movement (FoS at or slightly above unity)
- engineered slopes (Fos could be minimum of 1.2 or as high as 1.5 depending on their design)
These might be combined with elements at risk in a 2-D matrix to portray relative degrees of risk for instability hazard.
A similar methodology would be required if other hazards (pollution, burning or flooding) were to be included in a risk assessment. As noted in my
response to Q 8 and Q17 it is not clear how this can be achieved to populate a "general" risk assessment or if the result would help management of
individual disused tips.

Consultation Question 17: Should coal tip classification also have regard to the risk the tip presents of pollution, combustion or flooding?

No

Please expand on your answer: :

As noted in my response to Q8 above, I don’t believe there is compelling evidence to include risks of pollution from tip waste as opposed to the real
(though not tip related) pollution risk of surface waters from mine drainage) or flooding. Combustion from wildfires could become an increasing hazard
but information on which to base a risk assessment might not be cost effective to obtain.

A much more relevant hazard which needs to be included in risk assessment is that of the failure of drainage systems, either natural (stream or
watercourse) of engineered (lined channels, culverts, pipelines, baffled channels, attenuation ponds, groundwater drainage systems etc) which are
present in many tips constructed or remediated in the post Aberfan era. Failure of these systems can cause rapid erosion of spoil and its deposition
elsewhere and can also trigger various forms of tip slides and flows, as we have seen at Tredegar Comprehensive School and Llanwonno. The probability
of such an event would be difficult to quantify as it depends on the resilience and maintenance of the systems and their design standards but a suitable
ranking of hazard could be produced from, for example, the existence, orientation, age and type of drainage structure.

Consultation Question 18: We provisionally propose that the coal tips safety legislation should provide for the designation of a coal tip by the
safety authority as “higher risk” where the tip meets criteria prescribed by the Welsh Ministers by statutory instrument.Do you agree?

Yes

Please expand on your answer::

Agree but we need to avoid emotive terms such as “higher risk” . Perhaps “regulated” tips or “designated” tips where regulation applies to tips satisfying
certain physical criteria.

Consultation Question 19: We seek views on whether the designation of a tip should be by reference to any of the following, or other, criteria:

Give your views on whether the designation of a tip should have reference to any of the following, or other, criteria: the tip shows signs or has a recent
history of movement or instability, a slide of spoil from the tip would be likely to impact or affect buildings or other infrastructure, there is a substantial
risk of the tip releasing dangerous pollution into the environment, there is a substantial risk of the tip causing flooding, there is a substantial risk of the
material in the tip spontaneously igniting or the tip requires engineering work.:

As above the criteria for “designated tips” should be incontestable physical features (eg volume, height, and the existence of particular drainage systems)
and particular elements at risk within in a notional run out distance of a particular style of failure. In passing, note that the criteria adopted by TCA for
identifying what they, and the former NCB, called “classified tips”, used height, volume and slope angle. "Classification" of a tip implied a higher degree of
risk and more rigorous design criteria and inspections in their management. I would suggest a similar approach is used for Welsh disused tips.

1 - yes within a classification of hazard as in response to Q16
2(a) – yes
2(b) - yes
2(c) – yes
3 – no. I think this risk from disused tips from coal and associated mineral mining is low and has been misrepresented in the CP (see response to Q8)
4 – no. Should be replaced by “substantial risk of failure of natural or engineered drainage system which would impact its security”. See response to Q17
5 – yes but of questionable usefulness or cost effectiveness.
6 no - This should be the conclusion of a risk assessment and not a factor in the “designation” of a tip.
I believe “designation” of a tip is a label that should remain with the tip, even after works are carried out (contrary to the CP proposal in 10.68) to ensure
the correct degree of inspection and maintenance are implemented because the elements at risk will remain the same and the tip remains a potential
risk. It should be the management regime which changes after remedial works and not the designation.



Consultation Question 20: We provisionally propose that a person aggrieved by a designation of a coal tip as higher risk should have a right of
appeal.Do you agree?

Yes

Please expand on your answer::

Agreed. There should be a right to appeal but if the designation criteria are well crafted, appeals should be limited.

Consultation Question 21: We provisionally propose that in the case of a designated tip the supervisory authority itself should normally be
under a duty to carry out the operations specified in the tip management plan for the tip.Do you agree?

Yes

Please expand on your answer::

Agree in principle but this could become very onerous and expensive. Perhaps the duty should be “to ensure that the operations specified in the tip
management plan are carried out” leaving the onus mainly with the owners, especially where they are not a “men of straw”. The SA would then only
intervene when the owner had not the means to implement the agreed works.

Consultation Question 22: We provisionally propose that an authority should be empowered to enter into a tip maintenance agreement with
the owner of land registered in the tip register, providing for the carrying out by the owner of the operations specified in the tip management
plan.Do you agree?

Yes

Please expand on your answer::

Agreed but I foresee owners avoiding carrying out the works because of lack of resources, either actual or manufactured.

Consultation Question 23: Do you agree that a duty of inspection should fall to an authority to ensure compliance with the tip maintenance
agreement?

Yes

Please expand on your answer::

Agreed; essential to check works carried out under the agreement.

Consultation Question 24: We provisionally propose that an authority should be able to make a tip maintenance order where:

Yes

Please expand on your answer::

Agreed

Consultation Question 25: Do you think that responsibility for tip maintenance agreements for lower risk tips should fall to the supervisory
authority or lie with local authorities?If you think that responsibility should lie with the local authority, should this include both making and
supervising the agreements, or should the supervisory authority be given the duty to make the agreement?

Responsibility for tip maintenance agreements for lower risk tips should fall to the supervisory authority

If you think that responsibility should lie with the local authority, should this include both making and supervising the agreements, or should the
supervisory authority be given the duty to make the agreement?:

Yes. It seems to me that consistency would dictate the SA might be the preferred body to make and supervise MAs. However, if wording and format could
be standardised by the SA for commonly occurring maintenance works on lower risk tips, LAs could issue MAs on behalf of the SAs, inspect the
satisfactory completion of the works for the SA to record on the Register.

A guidance note for tip owners is required to explain responsibilities, sanctions, good maintenance practice and their benefits.

Please expand on your answer(s): :

Enforcement powers

Consultation Question 26: We provisionally propose that:

Yes

Please expand on your answer::



Agreed as this will counter the problem with existing legislation that the LA has to demonstrate instability and a danger to the public before they have a
right of entry to a tip.
The wording may need further scrutiny to make sure it covers all scenarios. For example, (1) (a) would better read:
“inspection, carrying out surface or subsurface tests, installation and monitoring of instrumentation and sampling upon or around a known or suspected
disused tip”
Investigations of tip stability almost always require access and investigation of surrounding land and it is best to include the full range of activities for
which entry is required.

Consultation Question 27: We provisionally propose that failure, without reasonable excuse, to comply with a tip maintenance order should
be a summary offence.Do you agree?

Yes

Please expand on your answer::

Agreed that this potential sanction is required.

Charging powers

Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that the supervisory authority and any other public bodies having functions under the
coal tip safety scheme should have a general power to charge fees and expenses to the owner of land containing a tip, which could include
periodic charges.Do you agree?

Yes

Please expand on your answer::

Yes but sounds a good idea but the others will need to decide whether there is a realistic prospect of recovery of fees in respect of owning an otherwise
useless, decades old, perhaps innocuous tip from all owners. It seems counter productive to charge public bodies (the main owners) for the tips they
own. There may be no easy answer to this one other than to note that “polluter pays principle” might suggest the coal industry should be responsible for
the legacy of tip instability and cost of operations on disused tips. Levies on the use of old tips for new uses may also generate various funding streams to
contribute to the management of disused tips.

Appeals and claims for compensation or contribution

Consultation Question 29: Is it appropriate for legislation underpinning a new coal tip safety regime to include:

Please comment on each provision in turn: :

I have no knowledge or experience to help with this question

Panels of Engineers

Consultation Question 30: Do you think that a panel of engineers with specialist qualifications to inspect and supervise prescribed types of
work on coal tips is a good way to ensure consistency and safety?

Yes

Please expand on your answer::

Broadly agree but there are no “specialist qualifications” in the management of disused tips. A "Panel Engineer" should have not only qualifications but,
above all, experience. I like the term “Competent Person” as used in previous legislation which admirably describes the job title which I can see no reason
to change. I think WG should consider assigning a "Competent Person" or ensuring a "Competent Person" is assigned to be responsible for each
designated/regulated/classified tip.

This does not of course mean that the "Competent Person" does everything but they would oversee and be responsible for the activities required by the
legislation. The range of activities to be covered includes:
- routine inspection and reporting
- major inspection and reporting (equivalent to the 10yr inspection report adopted by TCA)
- reporting of a dangerous occurrence
- investigation and stability analysis
- design of maintenance works
- design of a remediation scheme (including earthworks and drainage)
- supervision of construction/maintenance works
I think the CP might not give sufficient weight to these activities or recognise that they should be included in the role of a "Competent Person".

Clashes between environmental legislation and tip safety



Consultation Question 31: Do you think that the Welsh Ministers should be able to give directions to the supervisory authority and other
relevant parties regarding actions to be taken in response to a coal tip emergency?

Yes

Please expand on your answer::

This appears to me to be a pragmatic solution to the conflicts which will arise between environmental legislation and the need to mitigate risk. I am not
an environmental specialist but it seems to me that the problem stems from the designation of colliery waste as

Consultation Question 32: Do you think that the power of the supervisory authority to take action in an emergency pursuant to regulation 40
of the Environmental Permitting Regulations (England and Wales) 2016 should be widened? If so, in what way?

Yes

If 'yes', in what way? :

I have inadequate knowledge to comment from a regulatory perspective but is seems to me entirely appropriate that necessary actions following a tip
failure should be able to be implemented in a timely fashion.

Any other comments: :

Consultation Question 33: Do you suggest any other approaches to deal with clashes between environmental legislation and tip safety? If so,
please set them out.

Please set out any other approaches to deal with clashes between environmental legislation and tip safety. :

This seems a self-inflicted problem, brought about by the designation of colliery spoil as contaminated. Is there any evidence to indicate the many
stabilisation works carried out after Aberfan have caused harm to the environment by pollution resulting from supposed contamination and if so, is this
harm greater than that would have resulted from a tip slide or uncontrolled run-off from an unremediated tip?

Reclamation projects

Consultation Question 34: Do you consider that new tip safety legislation should be combined with provision for the consideration of tip
reclamation? If so, do you favour any particular model?

Not Answered

If 'yes', do you favour any particular model? :

Others with more experience of land reclamation are much better placed to react to this question and I defer to them.

Any other comments: :

Additional comments

Do consultees have any additional comments to make in respect of the consultation paper that have not been addressed in a previous
question?

Please share any additional comments below::

I have a few other observations/comments/requests 
1 I would be grateful if my biography on p194 could be changed to: 
“Retired Global Director of Geotechnics, Halcrow Group Ltd. Member of Welsh Government Expert Group on Coal Tip Safety.” to preserve accuracy. 
 
2 There is very little recognition of the huge amount of effort and expenditure since Aberfan to inspect, investigate and stabilize colliery soil heaps by 
(particularly) TCA, LAs and NRW (and their predecessor organisations). A correspondingly huge amount of data is already available from this work which 
needs to be catalogued and made available. The issue of tip stability has not and will not disappear after stabilisation works or with the proposed new 
legislation. Engineers will always need to refer to these key sources of information. 
 
3 I don’t think there is enough recognition of the difference between disused tips in their “virgin“ state and those subject to stabilisation works after 
Aberfan. The CP observes that modern or reprofiled tips “were not engineered to withstand the recent heightened level of rainfall” as evidence that their 
design life is reduced. This is not entirely accurate. It was the practice of those involved in design of stabilisation of tips owned by TCA, NRW and many LAs 
that the water table used in stability analyses of tip slopes was enhanced by 3m above the maximum observed over long periods of monitoring to take 
account of extreme events. In practice, this was generally a very conservative approach as the variation of the water table in the base of tips was usually 
small. So, I would suggest that tip slopes were designed to take account of enhanced water pressures, which climate change may bring. 
With regard to post-Aberfan tip drainage schemes, these were designed generally for 1 in 100 year storms. It is therefore clear that critical points in these 
systems could be threatened if storm events increase in severity. The design life of the structures themselves is also finite. 
Future risk of stabilised disused tips may be therefore more concerned with drainage failure than with failure of slopes. On the other hand, disused tips 
in their “virgin” state are vulnerable to both stability and drainage hazards in a scenario of climate change.



 
4 There appears to have been no research of other regulatory regimes in areas of slope stability risk. The key example is that operated by the
Geotechnical Control Office in Hong Kong which covers the safety of many hundreds of man made slopes, including those constructed of fill. The slopes
are highly regulated around inspection, maintenance and corrective works. 
 
5 Little mention is made of planning controls to mitigate the risk from disused tips – do they exist? Do they work? Can they be improved? What
development controls are feasible and are they employed? How can LPAs deal with this issue? Pressure for development land may make this issue more
important. Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDs) encourage the use of soakaways but these are clearly undesirable above tip slopes. How are these to be
discouraged? 
 
6 It would be good to acknowledge that some disused tips are worthy of preservation and protection both for their historical importance and
demonstration of their method of construction (crop workings tips, incline tips, aerial ropeway tips etc). These can 
be found in coalfield county parks, admirably suited for interpretation boards etc. Cilfynydd Tip contains the only remains in Wales of a flow slide, which
is, in my view, of international importance, given its many citations in the literature. 
 
7 I would have liked to have seen examples of modern remediation schemes included to counter the many references to the risks of disused tips and to
older reclamation schemes. Consideration of the environment in modern schemes involving landscape restoration, soil improvement, increased
biodiversity would help to offset the poor impression given by stabilisation schemes of the past, exemplified by those at Tylorstown Tip 140 and National
Tips 218, 219 and 242, illustrated in Appendix 2. I have to say that many of the captions are incorrect, do not refer to obvious and very relevant features
and do not do justice to that part of the CP. A peer review of this section is advised before a final version is published.




